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Office Examines
1975 Job Market
Student Placement Coordinated

Homecoming '74
NANCY PARSONS, MS. Madison 1974, accepts
a bouquet of flowers from President Ronald E.
Carrier during the halftlme festivities of the

Homecoming football game on Saturday afternoon. For more on Homecoming '74 see pages
6 and 7.
(HUFF PHOTO)

Dept Heads Surveyed:

Student Job Opportunities
Not Limited to Specific Majors
Job opportunities are not
limited to teaching or to the
student's specific field
of
study, suggest the department heads at Madison. By
branching Into other areas of
Interest, students are provided with diverse opportunities for jobs while still
utilizing their specific skills.
The Placement Office aids
students In obtaining and
finding Jobs, however the
department heads at Madison
were asked to contribute a
list of their own suggestions
for Job opportunities.
ART
The Art department prepares students for a variety
of careers.

According to Dr. J.
David Dlller, the art department attempts to prepare
students to teach art, to go
Into some form of product
design, museum work or
production of art work. In
addition, art majors can enter the magazine layout or
Interior design fields. However most of the students in
the art department will teach
In elementary and secondary
schools.
BIOLOGY
The Job market In the field
of Biology looks dim because of the cutbacks In
spending on federal grants
and research. However biologists can still do research

and development In a variety
of specific areas according
to Dr. Gilbert Trelawny-' ,
chairman of the Biology department.
"A degree In Biology can
allow one to concentrate In
specific areas like dentistry,
pharmacy or embryologlst",
Trelawry said.
The major areas of
work in Biology are basic
research, applied research
and teaching.
Nationwide,
35 to 40 per cent of all professional biologist are employed at universities and colleges where they combine
teaching and research.
(Continued on Page 9)

By JEANNE WEBER
"The teacher surplus may
finally be hitting Virginia due
to such factors as a decrease
In public school enrollments
along with an Increase In college graduates, the general
economic situation, the growing reservoir of unemployed
getting larger, and more northern graduates coming south
for Jobs," says Edgar F.Wilkerson, asslsant director of:
teaching
in the MjstBw
College Placement Office.
"The state of the economy will play a big role in
the Job market for 1975,
especially regarding business
and industry," said Tom
Nardi, head of non-teaching
placement at Madison.
Wllkerson commented that,
"Teaching placement of Madison graduates has been good
compared to the statistics
concerning available teaching
Jobs; however the 1975 market
may look different. But there
is still a need for teachers
In certain areas."
The placement of Madison
graduates is coordinated by
the Placement Office with the
cooperation of all academic
departments. One centralized office is the present
trend for colleges, making
an efficient system for employers and prospective employees both.
Madison's Office of
Career Planning and Placement, Is headed by two Assistant Directors; Nardi and
Wllkerson. Nardi Joined the
Madison College placement
staff In July 1974 aad coordinates placement of nonteaching graduates. Wllkerson
coordinates teaching placement.
The two men work
closely together In a cooperative effort; often helping the
same student who is interested in teaching and nonteaching Job opportunities.
In a Joint Interview,
Nardi and Wllkerson described the numerous functions of the placement office
and the potential It has for
aiding students and alumni.
A primary function of
the office Is to serve as a
repository where students
may file credentials for use
in obtaining future employment. These files or student information packets contain personal and academic
data along with references.
Personal information Include

extra currlcular activities,
work experience and military
experience.
A
list of
courses completed and hours
accumulated serves as academic data.
Grade transcripts are
handled by the Records Office. The files are kept by
the Placement Office for five
years after the date of graduation.
The office mails
these credentials of registrants to prospective employers at the request of the
student or the employer.
The placement office is
located on the second floor
or the Alumni building. The
outer office consists of a
small two room library of
literature concerning all types
of possible Jobs here and abroad. This literature may
aid the student in choosing a
Job In the U.S. or In informing him of qualifications
and working conditions In other countries such as Australia. A reading room is
provided for use of the pam(Contlnued on Page 10)

f Briefs 1
Ford Campaigns
Campaigning for Republican candidates In upcoming
elections, President Ford has
blamed Democrats in Congress for the nation's economic problems.
At fund-raising banquets
and other stops throughout
Middle America, Ford said
that Democratic power will
"drive the budget deeper Into the red and the rate of inflation higher Into the blue."
He charged that 20 years of
Democratic control In Congress Is the biggest cause of
today's lnfaltlon.
The President suggested
Congress would not only help
the economy, but would also
aid the Executive branch in
implementing foreign relations policies.
Ford disputed predictions
mat this year's elections will
see landslide victories for
the Democrats because of
dissatisfaction with Republican politics.
"I have seen a lot of
elections and I have heard a
lot of wise predictions," he
said. "They were almost always wrong."
(Continued on Page 5)
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Editorial and
Feature Pages
Pages

2,3

ACP Convention
Tills put week several BREEZE editors attended
a convention of the Associated Press In Hollywood
Florida.
In addition to the son and surf, we discovered several points of Interests which we would
like to pass along to the readership.
In attendance at this conference were students
and advisors from schools from all over the east
coast, midwest, and southwest, both large and small.
Prom Information received through the various seminars conducted and through critiquing the papers
of other schools, we discovered that the BREEZE
reads very woU in comparison with schools of comparable size and population. Indeed, we feel Justifiably proud In noting that this paper holds Its own
with the papers of much larger, wealthier, universities throughout the nation. Our practices of new
coverage, feature coverage, and editorial policy are
thoroughly professional In abiding by the canons of
Journalistic practice currently In existence.
While many of the seminars proved to be unproductive and Inappropriate to the problems and needs
of a paper such as The BREEZE, others were very
enlightening and Informative. New and different theories of both writing and lay-out were examined,
some of which will undoubtedly be put to use In
our operation within the next few weeks.
Seminars of this sort are Invaluable to the college Journalist.
Through meeting and discussing
Journalism with other collegiate editors, new Ideas
and Informatlon^/are exchanged which will assist In
the continued Improvement and advancement of college newswrltlng and reporting in all Its varied facets, m addition, the advice of professional Journalists working for large dally newspapers assists
In preparing the aspiring writer for a career In
newswrltlng and reporting.
In the past we have attempted to report thenews
In a professional, unbiased manner and to present
thought-provoking and responsible editorial thought
to the entire college community. We feel that we
have been successful In doing so, although we naturally have much to learn. All departments of
the paper can stand improvement, and it Is to this
Meal that we are dedicated.
Conventions of this sort are one Important means
of Improving the overall Quality and professionalism of a newspaper, but there are other, equally
Important, considerations right here on campus. In
order to continue presenting the news with a high
level of quality and precision, we need the co-operation, support, and, and assistance of all members of the college community - administration,
faculty, and students. We need concern, Interests
and critlcam of 7,000 students who read The BREEZE
as well as the hundreds of faculty and administrative officers working for the college. While a newspaper Is essentially run by a group of editors who
determine the content and editorial philosophy of
the paper, there nevertheless exists on the part of
the paper certain responsibility to the readership
(Continued on Page 3)
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On The Lighter Side
Cheaters Never Prosper:
The Freudian Theory
, By GREGORY BYRNE.
Last week we published the results of
a BREEZE reporter's study on cheating
here at Madison. It turns out that about
one-third of the students polled admitted
to cheating at one time or another. Tisk,
tisk.
Well the cat's out of the bag now, and I
have a somewhat startling revelation to make.
The study, so carefully worked out and researched, Is totally useless because everyone who filled out a questionnaire lied
about bis cheating or lack of it. That's
right, they cheated. Much as I hate to
undermine the conscientious work of a good
friend and fellow Journalist, I have to expose the fact that students and faculty on
this campus are prone to cheat even on
cheating questionnaires. But 'then they
probably cheat at solitaire too.
I discovered the foul deed by examining the fingerprints found on each survey
form (and you thought you were granted
anonlmity) and comparing the survey answers with grade point averages, and discovered that those -who claimed to have
never cheated somehow or other also,
managed to have the highest gpa scores.
One supposedly honest student even managed to cull a 4.7 average. I never did
figure that one out.
Anyway, I felt obligated to consult an
expert on human behavior to try and discover why people would lie about such a
thing.
I
called on my old friend Dr.
Freud Young (his parents had a warped
sense of humor) and asked him why students would cheat about cheating.
"So how come, professor?"
"Veil, basically ve haf ze orally fixated
personality, ze fixated orally personality,
und ze orally-fixated-oral personality."
"Huh?"
"In layman's terms, we haf a clazzlk caze
of Oedlpaliy-repreased.post-:-.cpltal depres.-.
' s'iori 'coupleo' w1fh; seveYe' mbhopedlc lirftas- '

las resulting In vat ve like to call ze
soclopathlc or anti-social deviant , with,
of course, overtones of schizophrenic psychodynathlngamajlgs."
"Could you translate that, doc?"
"Surely. Cheaters cheat because they like
to cheat."
Which sMflalM a lot, If you think about
it. It explains why people even lie about
their patterns of lying. And this also explains why something even more devious
and perverse took place—our reporter
even lied about her statistics.

Review:

'Lear9 Communicates
By PAT WOODSOK
"King Lear" communicates to our senses, feelings and intellect. But sight
sound and word are a gestalt, absorbed
as a whole. Some of the perfumed court
seemed to smell like the human animal
under their velvet. "Poor Tom"is "the
thing itself", unprotected, naked mam tortured by cold, lice and sickness. Lear
speaks truth in madness; "Robes and
furred gowns hide all. Plate sins with
Pam Sheulke's rich costumes
gold."
peeled away with each scene, and often
before the audience's eyes. Deliberate
violence reveals our anlm.il nature: a
rmnnered duke tears eyes out, murder is
always In the machinery. But certainly
the barbarian devastation of this century
surpasses the cruelty in "King Lear".
Not a single character can be conveniently stereotyped, each is made of conflicting qualities Often, the play's meaning lies In a character's body language
as it denies or undercuts his or her words.
' '
' "(Continued on Page 8)
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+ACP Convention
(Continued from Page 2)
of the paper to represent their views and opinions
In the editorial pages. We need your letters and
verbal opinions In order to keep this paper an open
forum for stucent, faculty, and administrative opinions.
One problem we discovered in common with other
college papers represented at the convention Is a lack
of response from the reading audience towards the
editorial pages of the paper. To date, we have received little In the way of feedback from our readers
on any of the Issues we have taken up so far this fall,
even such Important Issues as the new search and
seizure rule on campus and the choice of graduation
speaker for the class of 15. No newspaper, however
well organised and written, can survive without such
feedback from its readership. We are no exception.
We will continue to carry out our Journalistic duty,
as described by Atlanta Constitution editor Reg Murphy in the keynote address of the convention— to Investigate, Inform, and enlighten the public on the Important Issues of the day. To do this, we need the
help of everyone In the college community. We sincerely hope mat you care enough about mis search
for truth to help us along In this most Important duty
and obligation.

Album Grooves

■

Re-discovering 'America'
By PAUL

A cool Saturday night brought a near cainstruments. America's entrance brought a
pacity crowd to Godwin Hall for the
standing ovation as they opened with a beauperformance of the rock group America.
tiful version of the popular "Tin Man." They
The crowd was in high spirits to enjoy this
continued win another number from their
homecoming treat. I even managed to see a
latest album, "Lonely People," which feafully lit birthday cake brighten my eyes. The
tured some fine harp and piano Interplay.
seating problem Inevitably caused a delay in
That great vocal harmony was present in
the starting time, but it only helped an enthu"Baby it's Up to Ton," followed by a new tune
siasm which would soon be released during
written for an upcoming movie.
this -enjoyable night.
The concert began at 8:20 with acoustic
Old tones like "To Each His Own" and
musician Doug Ross, who the preceding night
"Wind Wave" came across fairly well, as the
played before Jefferson Star ship at the Capcrowd watched these versatile musicians
ital Centre. He opened the set by dedicating
move from Instrument to Instrument displayhis music to the perfection of everyone as he
ing their talents. After several more electric
started with a quiet number entitled, "Every
numbers, America returned with the beautiful
Oua la Someone Special, "which broke Into one
"I Need You" from their first album, which
of the prettiest songs of the night, "Seabirds."
flowed with its lovely melody and tight harthe song''Dreams''battled with the acousmony. Electric music dominated the concert
tics, but was still well received by an audience
from mis point on, with a heavy use of guitar
BREEZE. I realize that cross waiting for America. A movie theme, "The
trade-offs and a moving rhythm section. A
country isn't a spectator's Better Part of Your Life" related the ideas
new number "The Company" made use of the
sport , but the 12 people, out
of a person, who spent his whole life working
synthesiser and some fine percussion work to
running every day have Just at Jobs be never liked. Doug Ross ended his
perform
mis song of changing tempos. The
as much right to coverage as
band
continued
with an old guitar Jam, which
fairly
short
set
with
a
number
entitled
"Love"
do the other fall sports—male,
at
times
crowded
the acoustics to the point
which
enabled
us
to
witness
some
fine
acoustic
female and Intramurals. We
of
becoming
noise.
The set ended with a numguitar
work
and
various
vocal
technlues.
aren't egocentric, we'd Just
ber titled "California," a song that slowly
Overall, Ross turned In a good performance,
like some of the students on
built itself into a blazing boogie for the raving
yet would have probably been better In a,
campus to know a little bit
crowd. The demand for an encore was unansmaller setting with better acoustics and not
about a sport that means a lot
imous from the highly appreciative audience,
on the same bill with a such well known band
to us. May I add mat one
as
America returned for two seperate enas America.
of our runners has a very
cores,
performing old favorites "Horse With
Dan Peek, Dewey Bunnell and Gerry Beckely
good chance to be an AllNo
Name"
and "Sandman" in excellent style.
together form the group America, which over
Amerlcan Division n, and the
Everyone
seemed
to enjoy this highlight of
the past three years has grown Into notable
team has an excellent chance
Homecoming
weekend,
which was apparent
to capture the VCAA champand well respected band. They were Joined by
from
the
enthusiastic
crowd
reaction to the
the
fine
rhythm
section
of
David
Dickey
on
ionship. We are fearful that
enjoyable
music
of
the
fine
group
America.
bass
and
Willie
Leacox
on
various
percussion
If these two honors do occur,
no one will know but the 12
members of the team, their
coach, and their families.
That's a total of a maximum
CAPITAL. CeNTRKDAR -CONSTITUTION HALL
McDONOUGH ARENA -Nov 2of 100 people-lf everyone
FR\NK ZAPPA-Nov 1 8 p.m.
writes home. We are a comDICKIE BETTS- Nov 9 8:00 p.m.
RICHMOND
munity of 6,000 plus, so let's
8:30 p.m.
LOGGINS
&
MESSINA-TOM
MOSQUE
AMERICA - Nov 10 - 8:30
Inform the rest of our peers.
RUSH- Nov 3 - 8:00 p.m.
ZAPPA- Nov 2-8 p.m.
p.m.
(Continued on Page 5)
U.VA
BILL JOEL - LINDA RONJACKSON BROWNE-Oct 29STADT - NOV 16 - 8:30pm.
8 p.m.
SHAWN PHILLIPS - NOV 8 BALTIMORE
8:30
LYRIC THEATRE
GASTON HALL (Georgia .vi
GENESIS - Dec 1 - 7pm
U)
CIVIC CENTER
BRKWER & SHIPLEY - A
JOHNNY WINTER -Dec 1RICK ROBERTS - Nov 8 7:30 pm

Lack of Coverage
To the Editor:
As a member of a fall
varsity sport, I am discouraged at the amount of coverage being given to all of
the athletic contests here at
Madison. As the President
of the Men's Athletic Association, I am happy for the amount of coverage the student
paper has given to our sports
program as a whole. As you
may understand I'm split between two camps for support.
I am a member of the
Madison College Cross Country team—you know, that other
fall sport. We are only 12
strong but have a record of
7-2 at mid season. We have
defeated Bridgewater, our
cross-town rival, defeated
VPI amd VMI In the biggest
cross country race this campus has ever experienced and
I am disheartened by the nonexistent coverage by The

Upcoming Concerts

THE BEAUTY PALACE
Body Perm and Cut
$10.00
Reg. $25.00
Frostings and Cut
$18.50
Reg. $25.00
Thursday and Friday Nights
Men's Special
Cut and Blow Dry
$3.00
Ask for Dale, Cher, or Roger
w

Phone 434-1211

47 East M rket

a
Street
Inside Kon Ley Fashions

7:30 & 10:30

Spiritual Singer to Perform
James Ward, a staffer
and pianist who
performs
a mixture of blues, jazz, and
gospel, will appear Wednesday through Friday in the
Campus Center Ballroom.
The Madison Christian
Fellowship is sponsoring the
concerts which will run from
8:00 - 11.00 p.m.

Ward writes all his material,
often basing it on
scripture or personal experience. He bills bis music
as a "Christian alternative
to the Humanist spirit usually found in popular music"
Ward holds a B.A. degree In music from Covenant ColU

UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE
It's Harrisonburg's Most Unusual Stores

GLEN'S FAIR PRICE
STORE
187 N. Main St.
Complete Camera Dept.

GLEN'S GIFT
CENTER
95 S. Main St.
Gifts of Distinction

Home Owned Stores With
FRIENDLY PEOPLE TO SERVE
YOU AND SOLVE YOUR NEEDS
m—mmm
—
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America
Comes to
Madison
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Photos by Hixson
and Morgan
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Trats at MC . . . A Laughing Matter
By JIM GRIFFIN
There are eight fraternltles at Madison.
Five of the fraternities are affiliated with
national fraternities and three are local
fraternities, six of the chapters on this
campus have at least thirty, or approximately that number , In membership. The
fraternity system at Madison Is eight years old and at. present It Is not established In permanent fraternity housing.
As of this date, four fraternities are
In houses, but none on a permanent basis.
Realistically speaking they are In small,
outmoded, and Impractical houses that offer no future In expansion and no room for
growth. They are as foreign to the college community as Whetzel Seed Company
and In some cases can be considered dllapodated. Three fraternities are In Showalter townnouses. Their lmpracticaUty as
chapter halls Is currently being experienced. One fraternity has no central location
\ Whatever effective role that
the fraternities may claim and perform within
the college community is seriously handicapped by the fact that none of the fraternities
are established in permanent bousing. No
fraternity on this campus can claim In sincerity that "this house is our bouse" and those
that are in bousing must go at It a year at a
time and watch out for the eviction notice or
the rent's up time. "Will we have the house
next year?" Reply, "We don't know the answer to that yet"
In September of this year the Inter-Fraternity Council created a housing committee to
study and report the housing status of each
chapter and to make proposals based upon
their findings as to a direction that the fraternities, IFC and the college should consider in
regards to establishing permanent fraternity

housing that Is affiliated with and part (of the
college community. The Housing Committee
is currently consulting with other schools
that are similar with Madison who have young
fraternity systems and that have established
fraternity housing on their campuses and that
have Incorporated these fraternities into their
overall plan. The Housing Committee has Investigated each of the fraternities' needs and
demands in permanet housing and n has
sought the support of the college as a vital
participant In the advancement of this
program.
But the most important step, the instigating
move , Is yet to come. Next Wednesday, this
committee will challenge the solidarity of
the fraternity system at Madison, it will
seek a resolution on behalf of all the fraternities on this campus that are represented
In IFC to support this program and give It
all the cooperation needed to see it through
to Its goal of establishing permanent fraternity housing at Madison.
According to Mike Webb, Associate Dean
of Students, the President has formed a committee of faculty and administrative officials
to study and hopefully make recommendations
and take actions that win help In the establishment of permanent fraternity housing.
Thus a major aspect of the Housing Com-*
mlttee's program has been accomplished.
The next move will be up to the fraternities.
Finally, I would like to ask all you Homecoming , Die-hard Greeks to Imagine Homecoming Weekend on Fraternity Row at Madison College. Until then, fraternities at Madison are a laughing matter. .. with a lot of
potential.

1

(Editor's Note: Griffin is the chairman of
the IFC Housing Committee.)

Burger Chef

Golden China Restaurant
30 W. Wit* si.
Lunch — Dinner
SPECIAL LUNCHEON
Mon. - Sat.
11:00 - 3:00 P. M.
Open 7 days
Mon.-Thurs. & Sun. - 11 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
Fri.. Set. - 11 A. M. to 11:30 P. M.
(with this ad, a 10% discount)

mi

Crack our book
and stretch
your bucks.
Spend a little time studying a Piedmont schedule.
Then plan a weekend. Out on the ski slopes,
enjoying an out-of-town ball game, partying with
someone special or soaking up the bright city
lights. Or home with the folks. We've got a place
for you. And a Weekend-Plus Plan to help stretch
your funds. Just leave on Saturday and return
before noon Monday. You'll save up to 50% on the
return portion of your round trip ticket, and fly with
confirmed reservations to any of over 75 Piedmont
cities. For information, see your travel agent or call
Piedmont. Take us up ...

308 N. Mason St
A Meal for Everyone

MMMMMMM
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TYPING

CALL MRS- PRICE
11 Yrs. Experience
828-6941

TOE
PET SHOP
Specialize In :
Tropical Fish
Dog*
Birds
Hamsters * Oorbib

*

World Briefs

(Continued from Ptg« 0

Oil Gains Strong
Several oil companies have
reported strong gains In earnings and sales for the third qarter of this year.
Alone with figures released Friday the companies
offered an explanation that
higher crude oil and naturJ si gas prices and better
profit margins for petrochemical and chemical sales
were responsible for the
gains.
Mobil oil's quarterly
earnings were $377.8 million
compared with $231.2 million during the third quarter
last year. Revenue rose from $3.2 billion to $8.46
billion.
Getty Oil's earnings were more than double those
of the third uarter last year, while Occidental Petroleum reported earnings which had more than quadrupled for the same period.

Detente Progresses

"absolutely no truth to this
vicious falsehood. •

Kent Jury Chosen

Four women and eight
men have been chosen to
serve as Jurors In the trial
of eight Ohio National Guardsmen indicted In the 1970
Kent State University shootings which killed four students and Injured nine others.
Asked If they favored refusal to serve In the armed
services and SsMSjsjJItloaaJ
amnesty for draft evaders,
each Juror replied negatively.
Each also denied opposing
campaigned actively to end
the Vietnam war.
Each said yes when asked whether he or she favored maintaining a strong UjS.
military force.

Italy in Disorder
Italy has been without a
government for nearly four
weeks, resulting In widespread labor and economic problems.
Observers have predicted
that President Giovanni Leone win have to dissolve Parliament and call for new electlons In order to resolve
the situation.

Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger met last week with Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev In an effort to further detente between the UA
and Russia.
The meetings were expected to set up a nuclear
weapons summt between Brezhnev and President Ford (Continued from Page 12)
to be held next month.
Stlth bullet. j> from the 4
Observers have report- yard line with 6:27 left In the
ed that Kissinger hoped to
third period. The kick was
gain the cooperation of the good and the Dukes were
Soviets In negotiating a
totally in command 34-14.
peace In the Middle East.
It was quite a day for
Ray Denies Plea
Bernard Slayton , as he set
James Earl Ray was co- a school record for individerced into pleading guilty of ual single game rushing.
the murder of Dr. Martin
Slayton amassed 182 yards In
Luther King, Ray's brother
21 carries for an 8.7 yards
testified last week.
average.
Swlngbeck Len
The testimony came In a Fields pulled In 7 passes for
hearing on Ray's claim that 96 yards. Branlch completed
he la entitled to withdraw
10 of 16 passes for 135 yards
his March 10, 1969 guilty and had 71 yards In IS carplea and stand trial for mur- ries on the ground. The
der.
Dukes rolled up 301 yards on
John Ray testified that
the ground. Statistics on the
lawyer Percy Foreman sug- fine play of the defensive unit
gested an arrangement whare not yet available.
ereby "some guy named HoNext week the Dukes
oker" would receive credit
travel to Randolph- Macon
for obtaining the guilty plea.
carrying a record of 4-2.
"Hooker" would win the Tennessee governor's race as
a result of the publicity and,
once in office, would pardon
(Continued from Page 3)
James Earl Ray, John Ray
Again I thank you for your
said.
John J. Hooker Jr., who coverage of the sports
was the Democratic nominee Madison supplies and ask that
for governor of Tennessee In all sports be covered.
1970, has replied there is
Sincerely,
Pete Wright
Pros. Men's Athletic Assocatlon
1874 Cross Country Team
P.O. 4032

• Football

* Coverage

89 S. liberty
433-1050

_l

HALLOWEEN WEEKEND SALE
at

THE BODY SHOP

Problems taking
tests?

Large Groups of Pants Values to $13
NOW
$5.°°
98
T-Shirts Values $4.
WILL BE $2."

We can give"
suggestions

Everything Else:
Shirts, Pants, Belts,Etc.
(Novelty Items Excluded)

Study Skills Lab
6552

10% OFF
Harrlsonburg
Staunton
66 E. Market St.
138 E. Beverly St.
Open Thurs. $ jfti. Nighty 9,
■

s
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'A'-'Lear' Succeeds with Fine Acting

(Continued from Page 2)
Lear's furious tirades come from a body
pleading for lore, avowels of love are
heard from those who hate. Costumes
for this production are visual statements
of this kind of poetic Irony. Colors and
motifs state Interrelationships and forecast events. As the conflict between Lear
and Reran worsens, a panel of green velvet, Regan's color, gradually loosens from
Lear's robe. Lear's belt wraps around
his neck like the noose from which Cordelia win hang. In keeping with Shakespeare's theme of the difficulty of seeing
to know the audience was given opportunities to see and understand what Lear and
the others overlooked. The echoing, reverberating symbolism In these costumes
mirrors the samequallty In Shakespeare's
poetry: recurrance and changing perspective
Involving key words and word-plays.
Lear cries out In the final scene "Oh,
ye are men of stones," but the set has
made that statement In every scene. MooolHhle, Stonehenge - like boulders created
a world of cave and ledge from which
flowed onto a barren apron that was anywhere.
Deep backstage the actors sat
on the rock and watched when not In the
play. They could be seen coming forward
for entrances. Because the division between audience and actor was blurred,
Lear's world became more real.
Despite the unity among set, costume
and word, all was not harmony. Conflicting paradox creates tension In Director
Arthur's conception of "Lear". Pantomme
although a reinforcement of the set's stark
ambiguity and an aide In presenting clvilzatlon as Illusion, actually weakens the
play. Pantomlne of props (swords, letters,
stocks) Is visually at odds with rich,
nearly period costume. It may also easily confuse the plot for those unfamllar .
with "Lear". In act IV ', by which time
audiences were conditioned to Interpret
mime as reality, Shakespeare's own mime
enters as a problem. Blind Glocester asks
Edgar ("Poor Tom" at this point) to leal
him to a cliff. Edgar vividly describes
the dizzying height. With sensations of
vertigo and acceptance of the invisible we
watch Gloucester throw himself down. Why
shouldn't we believe Glocester falls from
an Imaginary cliff when we must believe
that his very blindness results from the
crushing of imaginary eyes? Did Edgar
want his father to kill himself? Is his
life indeed a miracle? Even though Edgar's asides lead to suspicion of his description, still, where mime Is the rule,
anything which fits its patterns draws its
conclusions.

Certainly there was no shying away
from, the artistic demands of Shakesperlan roles among this cast. There was
a consistent standard of excellence among
the major roles.
Sydney Hibbert. who played Lear. Is
a professional actor. From the bewildering maze of Lear's possibilities he produced a man, captivating and real in every
dimension. Mr. Hlbbert's Lear possessed
an unusual lyric quality (forgot the alliteration). A dancer, his movements were
extremely communicative and fluid. Sometimed It was difficult to understand his
Jamaican accent but usually at times of
Intense emotion when the mislc of his Intonation and the power of his expression
reflected each nuance of feeling. His energy and concentration seem to have been
contageous.
Cprdella, It Is said, Is one of "Lear's"
most trying roles; so much to feel and
so little to say. Gall Purvis seemed to
have the clearest vision of her first scene, the others coming off a bit diffused.
Yet she was a winning Cordelia. Her
sisters, Regan (Marilyn McAvoy) and Gonerlll (Sue Lamm) were eqally fiery. It
Is easy to believe that they finally destroyed each other. Sue Lamm excelled at
full blaze while Regan revealed a more
controlled venom and wider range of vlleness.
Edmond and Edgar are alike In that
they expend most of their energy pretending to be what they are not. Jeff Dally,
as Edmond was self-contained but slightly
sel-consclous - an unfortunate distraction
since he was eloqent even to the end.
Dennis Dewey was the leglmate son,
Edgar and Edmond possessed: "Poor Tom.'
Dewey oozes and leaps like an animal,
yet he can be subtle. His mime at the
cliff conjures real Images. An actor of
special ability, his impact remains constant mad or lucid.
How unfair to this unusually good group
of actors to neglect the quality of the minor characters. But nothing could negate
the Inspired performances here or the electrifying Influences of Sydney Hibbert and
Tom Arthur.

Mr.
John Cryder j of
the Madison College Music
Department will present; a
horn
recital Thursday in
tee Latimer-Shaeffer Auditorium at 8 pm. Mr. cryder is a first year member
of the music department, |as
are four of the other six
faculty who will assist hijn
on the recital.
A Gabrlelli brass quartet will open the program,
and later Mr. Cryder will
be Joined by his wife, Sandra, for a group of nocturnes for horn, mezzo soprano and piano. Mrs. Mary
Ohlsson will accompany at
the piano.
The Cryders come to
Madison
after teaching in
Canada at the University of
Saskatchewan.
The student body approved
tee new Honor Constitution by
more than a 4 to 1 margin
in last week's referendum.
Of fourtoen-hundred votes
cast, 1126 were in favor of
the Constitution while 261
were opposed, according to
Betty English, president of
the Honor Council.
A Halloween Party will
be held Thursday, from 1:00
to 2:30 at the Dejarnettos
School.
Sponsored by the Council for Exceptional Children
( the Special Ed. Organization), the party will feature
games, prizes, refreshments,
and interaction between students at Dejarnettos and Madison College.
The party is open to
any interested Madison student, regardless of major.
For further information, call
Kathy at #5420.

The Recreation Committee of the Campus Program
Board will sponsor an Invitational Pool Tournament on
November 4 and 5 from 8
to 11 p.m.
The Double-Elimination
( 14.1 ) Straight Pool tournament will be held In the
Warren Campus Center game
room with an entry fee of
$1.00 per student. Sign-up
will be held In the game
room until October 31.
Trophies and prizes are
as follows: 1st place-trophy
and dinner for two at the
Sheraton; 2nd place trophy
and two tickets to the next
major concert; 3rd placetwo tickets to a movie at
Rote's 1,2,3.
Wear a costume and get
In for half price when "Asylum" is shown Halloween
night at 8:00 and 10:00 In
Wilson Auditorium. Regular
admission will cost 50 C.
The most original costume at each show will receive free
complimentary
tickets for the remainder of
the fall semester films.
"Asylum", starring Peter Cushlng, is a horror
film
from the author of
"Psycho,'
Robert Bloch.
The movie will be presented by the Campus Program
Board.
^____
The SGA has announced
that the print shop is now
open.
The hours are :
Monday, 12:00-2:00; Tuesday, 11:00 -1:00 ; Wednesday
1:30-3:30; Thursday, 11:00 L-00; Friday, 12:00- 2KX).
Print shop services are
available to all students.
For any further information
contact Nancy McGaf fney.

SCIENTIFIC
CMXXJIATORS
WngspointSC-40.
With double parenthesis
capability, algebraic
logic, automatic log
and trig functions,
scientific notation,
and memory.

•X^M^M^n^aj

Needlepoint

Announcements

(

V

Troy

SR202--Trig & Log--Only $99. 95
KPB413--Square Root--Now $49.95

/ On WK. Oorw of
Wolfe ard U*rtu5fc
Harrtaontarq

Group Guitar Lessons All Ages
Teacher From
Berklee College of Music
In Boston
5 Years Experience

TI SR10 & SR11 Now in Stock

SERVICE
Last Showing
AT 7:00 & 9:25

Mites Music Co.

AL PACING
-IN

783 East Market Street Harrison burg
Phone 434-4489

SERPICO'

MARKET A MASON - DIAL 434-9975
'Store Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:00,Sat. 8:30-1:001
•

. *•

■
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+Jobs Not Limited to Specific Areas
fnnnHrmaii from
from Page
Dan 1)
ft
(Continued
"The number of Biology
majors in the teaching program at Madison Is constantly decreasing while the
number of non-teaching Biology majors Is Increasing",
Trelawny said.
"Tills trend is the result of more Biologist seeking to do independent research." Trelawny added.
CHEMISTRY
Madison graduates with
degree in chemistry have
many diverse Job opportunities awaiting them, according to an official in the
chemistry department.
Many of those opportunities are in the chemical industry working in fields such
as textile fibers and pharmaceutical research. In this
type of work a graduate
would be working as a bench
chemist under a senior research chemist.
Both state and federal
governments supply a great

.

MID-WAY
ARCO
GROCERY
All Kinds of

Snacks of All Types and
Cold Beer
One Half Block
South of Campus
On Main Street
Frl.-Sun. 7:30-10:30
Mon.-Thur. 7:30-10

-■*■

many of openings In the
chemical fields.
Jobs In
this area would Include the
FBI crime laboratory, the
Federal Drug Administration
and the Environment Protection Agency.
In the teaching field a
chemistry graduate with a BS
is a bit limited. Most
teaching opportunltes are at
the secondary level.
ENGLISH
"Industries, business and
publishing companies are seeking English graduates who
can communicate and analyse
specific topics" said Dr. M.
Hawthorne, chairman of the
English Department.
"Many companies have
programs which train people
with English degrees In a
specific area of study" Hawthorne said.
The job situation on the
high school and college level
Is tighter now, especially
for BA or BS degree holders, according to Hawthorne
"But the prospect for job
at community colleges are
good, ' he said.
FOREIGN LAN
There are many job opportunities open to foreign
language majors, according
to Dr. Elizabeth B. Neatrour.
There are opportunities
In such varied fields as business, civil service, education, journalism, science careers and the tourist industry.

T
Pre-Winter Clearance Sale
Now Going On
Converge Shoe* - Tennis Rackets
Warm-up Suits

>-VALLEY SPORTS CENTER
25 E. Water St.
Harrisonburg, Va.
434-6580
Your Puma & Adidas Headquarter*

For example, Dr. Neatrour said there is going to
be a great influx of foreign
tourists during the American
Bicentennial years. There
will be a need for guides
and hotel managers to speak
foreign languages.
In the science field most
of the International research
that a scientist needs to
keep in touch with Is in Russian, German, or French.
Dr. Neatrour said that
two skills, such as a journalism degree and a foreign
language degree, is the best
preparation for a foreign
language career.
GEOLOGY
The search for new
energy resources and exploration in outer space and In
the deep sea has opened unlimited opportunities in the
Geology job market.
"Every Geology graduate last year has been hired
In some type of research
teaching or graduate studies
capacity," said Dr. William
Harnsberger, chairman of
the Geology department.
"The Job market In Geology Is wide open," Harnsberger said, oil, coal, and
mining companies such as
Gulf and North American are
hiring geologists for research
and development of new energy sources.
"There is also a critical shortage of certified
Earth Science teachers in
Virginia," said Harnsberger.
"Many Job openings reulre
only a B.A. degree in Geology," Harnsberger said.
MATH
"Employers have an attitude that If a person has
disciplined his mind through
an undergraduate mathmatlcs
program then that person

Wr

should be able to handle almost anything" says Dr. W
M. Sanders, chairman of
the mathematics department.
About 60%-of the math
majors at Madison go Into
teaching. The remaining 40%
split up three ways into
Jobs in government, jobs in
business and graduate school.
MUSIC
The Department of Music's primary goal is to prepare students for teaching In
Virginia's elementary and
secondary public schools.
This may be accomplished
by fulfilling the requirements
of a BA degree.
Other employment opportunities would Include private
tutoring, music store management or free lance performing.
PHIL& RELIGION
The Philosophy and Religion Department prepares

student for graduate school,
professional schools, and nontechnical occupation that reulre a liberal arts degree.
Dr. William E. Callahan
chairman of the department
said that the philosophy and
religion major Is primarily
one which gives the student
a liberal arts background.
Though the department has
only been In existence for
two years there are about
20 - 25 majors.
All of the students who
have graduated thus far have
gone to graduate school.
(CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE)
Editor's note: Department
heads were interviewed by
seven BREEZE reporters Including Sue Alford, Elmore
Lockley, Kevin Coyle, Mike
Smith, Phyllis Knowlee^teve
Wilson, and Tim O'Leary.

r Placement Schedule
Date

November 6
November 7
November 8
November 12

November 13

November 14
November 18
November 19

GENERATION
GAP

Interviewer

Time

U. S. Navy Officer Recruiting
General Accounting Office
Falls Church, VA
U. S. Navy Officer Recruiting
Graduate School of Accounting
University of Virginia
Lunenburg Co. Schools
Victoria, VA
National Life & Accident Insurance
Charlottesville, VA
Harrisonburg City Schools
Harrisonburg, VA (SEC. ONLY)
Chesapeake City Schools
Chesapeake, VA
Lexington City Schools
Lexington. VA
Lexington City Schools
Lexington, VA
Virginia Beach Schools
Virginia Beach, VA
Virginia Beach Schools
Virginia Beach, VA

9:00-3:00

1

10:«M:30
9:00-3:00
9:00-12.00
10:00-3:00
9:004:30
9:00-5.00
S:00-5:00
10:00-3:30
10:00-3:30
1:00-5:00
9:00-5:00

I

GRAHAM'S
SHOE SERVICE
111 North Liberty Street
Heels while you wait
Free Parking

STORE OPEN
8-5 Mon.-Sat.
8-8 Thurs.
434-1 02«

China Display
PanheUenlc
will be
sponsoring a
fine china
display Oct. 29 in
the
North Ballroom of the Warren Campus Center.
The
display will be open to the
pubUc from 10 am- 4 pm
with no admission fee.
Such patterns to be displayed are: Lambeth Stoneware, Marbella, Tangier,
Biscay, Forest Glen. There
will be a total of 150 delicate patterns.

MW

ill

Plan Your
Summer
Vacation Now

travel counsellors, inc.
AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR ALL MAJOR AIRLINES,
STEAMSHD? LINES, TRAIN and TOUR COMPANIES

Call Us for All Your Travel Needs
1774 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA
MMAA
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'
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* 1975 Job Market Examined
(Continued from Page 1)
phlets at any time; some are
also available to give to the
student. Practice tapes concerning; Interviewing; and resume writing are also available for use In the reading
room.
A student's first contact
with the office begins In Aprll of the Junior year. A
A meeting for all Juniors
is held In Wilson at which
Information concerning the
registration process Is passed out and explained. The
students then prepare their
Information packets and submit them to the office.
During the initial April
meeting students are given
verbal and written instruction on the art of being Interviewed and the technique
of writing a job resume.
At the Individual conferences
with
Nardl and Wilkerson
students are provided with
additional Information and advice.
The geographical restrictions
students place on
problem regarding placement
Nardl and Wilkerson said.
Students limiting themselves
to one small area not only
have difficulty In finclng the
Job they want but also lose
tiie advantage of choice between more than one opportunity. Liberal Arts major
who do not want to teach
are
the most difficult to
place since they do not directly relate to the job market.
Work Is being done
now within the departments
in cooperation with the Placement Office to further help
these students.
Not keeping in touch with
the office after registration
is considered a mojor problem since Nardl and Wilkerson strive to keep students
contlnously informed of new
opportunities. Last year 92
% of the teaching majors registered with the office compared with only 52% of the
registered non-teaching majors.
Nardl felt the lower percentage In non-teaching
was due to the fact that Madison has been traditionally
a teaching college. Until recently the office had more

Interviews.
Interview arrangements are made through
the efforts of the placement
office in addition to the employers that contact the school.
When visits to the college by
employer representatives is
not possible the office aids In
mall and telephone nomination.
The Placement Office
assists students In other ways.
Directories are found in the
office listing summer job opportunities throughout the
country. The material ls
available to students at any
time and the office assists
students In obtaining these
Jobs.
The Placement Office also
receives calls from local
businesses for part-time college help. These Jobs are
posted on the bulletin board
outside of the office.
Presently the office conconcentrates as much assistance as possible to seniors;
however, they also serve the
needs of alumni. By maintaining records for five years
the office provides a fair
amount of credential service.
However, only a small per
cent of alumni take advantage of the service.
Both Nardl and Wilkerson agree If the office were
to expand, their first obligation would remain as it Is now
to the students here. Perhaps
hi future years more time
could be spent with the underclassman in directing him toward a rewarding career.

experience with placing teachers.
The two men consider
students who do not register to be a problem since
they are not able to help
them. Although many students have Jobs lined up on
their own, If they decide to
change
jobs within a few
years the credentials on file
here may be valuable to
them.
Such things as the
specific courses a student completed and references
from professors that may have
left the college since the
student's graduation may become lnportant. The alumni
may also contact the college
and be advised as to job
openings in their particular
area.
Advising students and
alumni concerning the selection of career objectives, the
job market, and in planning
job seeking campaigns are
also primary functions of the
office. Through personal interviews, Nardl and Wilkerson
encourage students to evaluate their own strengths and
limitation before beginning
their job search. The student
is provided with Information
concerning opportunities and
qualification regarding the
job market around the nation.
Many jobs such as those with
the Federal government and
some In teaching require
tests; the office advises the
student as to when and
where to complete these.
Another main function of
the office is to arrange oncampus student Interviews
with employer representatives. Many business, Industry, government, and educational organizations are represented.
A large Interview
bulletin board Is kept in the
inner office consisting of an
updated list of available Interviews for teaching and nonteaching majors. Interested
students may fill out sign-up
sheets and a personal or
group Interview will be arranged depending on the number of students involved. This
year the college has rented an
apartment across from Rocklngham Memorial Hospital for

Located in Both
Mick or Mack Stores
E. Wolfe & Main St.
434-3625
We Specialize in Birthday
and Special Occasion Cakes
FREE DELIVERY

Jobs
THE PLACEMENT OFFICE maintains a small library of literature concerning job descriptions
across the U.S. and abroad.
(RENWICK PHOTO)

Veterans Meet
The third meeting of the
Madison College Veterans'
Association will be held in
Meeting
Room B, Warren
Campus Center, on Thursday
October 31, 1974, at 4:00 pm.

MEN! —WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No Experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide Travel. Send $3
for info. SFAFAX, Dept. U-5
P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.
T
Y
P
I
N
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Have Typewriter.
Will Type.
Call Debbie 234-8410

T**Y**P*»I**N**G

SPANKY'S DELICATESSEN
Party Kegs
Pabst Blue Ribbon& Andecker
(Tubs and Pumps Furnished)
An Adventure in Gourmet Shopping
In Downtown Harrlsonburg
open until 12 on Friday & Saturday

SPANK YS DELICATESSEN
60 W. Watt* St. - - 434-7647
***************** *****************
4K

t Veterans of Madison |
*

t *
*

Liritit bvMttry of
A.y like Shop b the
Arti
3,5,10 Speeds
C«aplttt
Strvkt Dtparlatit
Tel. 434-1519
49 West Wolfe Street

T**Y**P**r**N**G
T
Y
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N
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SPOKES &
COMPANY

On-Campus Post
{
soon to be charterted {
American Legion Leader &
*
Sponsor of G.I. Education Bill*
•

iWorhl'H Large*! V.A. 3 million strong*
■&■■•• Cxvi-ict : Jim Werner 5?.0 Rid&e Rd. 434-6895
*
*********************************
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W.R.A. Volleyball
League A deagnated by the numbers 1-10

1

League B designated by the letters A-J
League A

League B

1. Fender Bumpers
2. Huffman
3. Shorts
4. Cleveland
5. Chappelear C
6. AEA
7. AET
8. KD
9. SSS
10. Gifford

A. Eagle 6
B. Garber
C. Eagle 4
D. Wayland
E. Chandler
F. Spotswood
G. Frederlckson
H. Chappelear A
I. Hoffman
J. Chappelear B

Thursday
Nov. 7
League A
7:30
2-4
8:00

3-10
1-5
6-0

The Slayton Shuffle
MOISON'S BERNARD SLAYTON SIDESTEPS
tackles on a 57 yard run Just before the half.
Slayton's performance set a single game rushing

record with 182 yards In 21 carries, 8 of those
carries were good for 10 yards or more.
(MORGAN PHOTO)

Booters Slide to Number Six
The Madison College soccer
team has dropped to number
six In the latest poll of the top
ten Division I soccer teams In
last week's poll before their
loss to George Washington Unlverslty 2-1 last Saturday.
Unbeaten Howard University remained the number one

ranked team In the South, followed by Clemson, Navy,
Maryland, George Washington, Madison, South Florida,
West Virginia , Duke and
Virginia.
The Madison booters had a
record of 8-2-2 going Into
Sundays contest against Vir-

Spend a milder moment
An Adventure in Gourmet Eating
in Downtown Harrisonburg
open until 12 on Friday & Saturday

SPANKY'S DELICATESSEN
434-7647

The Supreme Court wants film like "the good ole days"
So here it is...

LUST FROM THE 30s!

League B League B
7:30
7:00
A -F
A -E
8:00
D- F
E -G
C -G
D -H
7:30
C -I
B-H
8:30
I-J
B-J

On Thursday the Freshman field hockey team will
travel to Randolph Macon
Women's College.
'•••••• •••••*-•*«• ••••••••••••
The equestrian team will
hold the Maoism College
Horse Show this SaMrday.
Competition will begin at
9:00 a.m. at Oak Manor Stables in Weyers Cave, Va.
The womeos' volleyball
team will host Lynchburg and
Emory & Henry tonight at
7:00. On Saturday Madison
will be at Sallsburg State
College to begin two days of
competition there.

From N«w Lin* Cinema. Ih» gang who brought you 'Hi.tft.lt MADNESS.'

YOU WONT CLAP AT THIS ONE!
-•
-PLUSTheTamout 1929 Marihuana Western "HIGH ON THE RANGE"
Starring Yalcima Canutt, "World** Greatest Cowboy."

CPB Film Festival
Wed. Nov. 6 & ThursdayWilson Auditorium Admission *J5f
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Nov.

CQ

8:30
1-X)

League B
7:30
A -D
8:00
C-E
B- F
G - J'
8:30
H -I

League B
7:00
A-C
B-D
E-J
7:30
F-I
G-H

If you have anymore questions
be sure to contact either
Sherry or Sherrie at 4222.

"1

Tuesday, Nor. 5
4:00 Hanson B vs TKE
5*0 Sheldon vs Chandler

Thursday, Oct. 31
4:00 Dead Weights vs Hanson B
5:00 Logan 2B vs Glick

Wednesday, Nov. 6
4*0 Ikenberry A vs Logan
5*0 Sigma Pi vs SPE
;

Sunday, Nov. 3
Thursday, Nov. 7
1:00 B.C.A.A. vs Chandler
4*0 White Bvs AXP
2:00 TKE vs AXP
5*0 Glick vs Chandler
3:00 Dead Weights vs Ikenberry B
4*0 Ashbyvs Glick
EUROPEAN LEAGUE
Monday, Nov. 4
•
Thursday, Oct. 31
4:00 Shorten vs B.C.A.A.
, 6*0 Hanson A vs KEG
5*0 Dcenberry B vs SPE
7*0 Logan 2A vs O.C.
8*0 White A vs Weaver A
9*0 Theta Chi va L. I. S.

tnat a a

'
bargain
You'll like our titles too:
"Tales of Power" by C.
..ieda and the
HHLQ Castane
|55 "Whole Earth Epilog" in
the Bookstore.
188 S. Mason St.
Records
433-2136.

a

6-5

7-6
2-10

Wednesday, Oct. 30
4:00 Shorts II vs Ikenberry A
5:00 White B vs Sigma Pi

Thurs. Fri. and Sat.
all $4.80 albums only $4.30
$4.19 albums only $3.89

This is "th'e" 1937 warning to loose women.
A film classic - now an unparalleled comedy.

8:00
8-3 ;
7-4

AMERICAN and MINOR LEAGUES

a TREAT!
^N]^/,
|!K
^;
Kg»

8-5
7:30

Thursday
Nov. 14
League A
7:30
9-2

Intramural Soccer

on Halloween
give yourself
>

Tuesday
Nov. 12
League A
7:00
1-3
9-4

If for some reason your team
cannot play, please let us know
at least 24 hours ahead of time.

a Announcements

In SPANKY'S Club Room

60 W. Water St.

ginia Tech, another member
of the Western Division of
the Virginia Intercollegiate
Soccer Association.
Look
for results of that match in
the Friday
edition of The
BREEZE.
The Dukes host
Lyuchburg this
Friday at
2:00 in anotherV.LS.A. -West
contest.

8:30
7 -8

Thursday
Oct. 31
League A
7:00
4-10
3-5
2-6
7:30
1-7
9 -8

Monday, Nov. 4
6*0 Logan 2A vs Theta Chi
7:00 O.C. vs White A
8:00 Hanson A vs L.LS.
9*0 KEG vs Weaver A
Thursday, Nov. 7
6:00 Weaver A vs L.LS.
7:00 White A vs Hanson A
8*0 Theta Chi vs O.C.
9*0 KEG vs Logan 2A

If You Need
HELP
or just someone
to listen, call
Listening Ear
434-2538
6 pm - 12 pm
< I I I • • ■
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In For Six

(MOKUAN PHOTO)

TAILBACK RON STITH BOWLS over an Emory & Henry
defender for a second quarter touchdown. The Dukes
romped over The Wasps 84-14 In The Homecoming game.

Duchesses Complete
Season with 2-2 Tie
The
Madison varsity
field hockey team ended Its
regular season play Saturday
with a 2-2 tie with William
ft Mary.
Madison trailed 1-0 at
halftime, but goals by Jill
English
and Barb Brlttoo
gave the Duchesses a 2-1
lead
In the second half.
William and Mary's Barb Nowlckl scored the tying goal
late In the game.
Nola White scored the
only goal In the J.V. game
to lead Madison to a 1-0
victory over the William &
Mary Jayvees.

Saturdays action marked
the end of 50 varsity hockey
seasons at Madison. In line
with the homecoming celebrations
the Madison varsit
played
a tough Madison
alumni team. The old timers beat the varsity 3-2.
Jill English and Diana Knapp scored the two goals for
the varsity team.
In another traditional
match the Madison Jayvees
took on the freshmen team
Saturday.
The Jayvees
snapped a multi-year losing
streak against the frosh win
ing 4-0..
The Duchesses varsity
will travel to Sweetbrlar thta
weekend for the Blue Ridge
Field Hockey Tournament
Outstanding players from thia
tournament will advance to the
Southeastern Tournament al
Goucher College In Maryland
The varsity record stands ai
4-3-3 on the year. Coach
Morrison aspects the team,
which
has improved very
much, to do well In the tournament.

Victory Number Four:

Purple Machine Rolls Over
Hapless Emory and Henry
By KEVIN WAINDEL
Much to the delight of
The Homecoming crowd, the
Madison football team rolled
up a 34-14 victory over the
Wasps of Emory and Henry
last Saturday afternoon. An
overflow crowd watched as
the Dukes ground out 448
yards In total offense Including a record setting performance by tailback Bernard
Slayton.
The Dukes defensive unit
also had a fine day, as they
caused ten Wasp fumbles
and limited Emory and Henry
to only two pass completions
for only 21 yards. The defense was constantly harrasslng the Wasp backfield to the
extent that frequently blitzing
Duke linebackers were on the
quarterback Instantly, causing
several of the fumbles.
Madison took the opening
klckoff on their own 18 and
proceeded to march downfleld
Mixing the run and the pass,
the Dukes revealed two plays
that dominated their attack ;
a quick-pitch to Slayton and
the roll-out pass. Using Slayton's deft running, to set
up good passing situations
quarterback Les Branich rolled out and passed to Len
Fields who was cutting across
In the same direction. After
U plays the Dukes had a
second and eleven on the
Wasps 19 as Branich rolled
out and hit Fields for the
fourth time and the touchdown.
However the kick
was wide so the Dukes took
an early 6-0 lead.
Emory and Henry took
the klckoff and promptly
funbled on their first play.
Madison took over but stalled

on
the 24 yard line. A
field goal attempt fell short
and the Wasps got the ball
back. E and H proceeded to
march 80 yards aided by a
48 yard quarterback sneak
and a pass Interference call.
The Wasps scored with 2:50
left in the first quarter and
with a wide kick the score
was knotted at 8-6.
Madison took the ball on
their own 33 and moved up
field. Fine running by Slayton and a reception by
Fields put the Dukes on the
Wasps 10 yard line . Taking
a pitch out Slayton side
stepped taeklers and raced
for the flag, going in with
:31 left In the quarter. A
try for two points failed and
Madison led 12-6.
Emory and Henry again
fumbled on the first play and
Dukes had another scoring
chance.
A pass to Tom
Robinson set up a first and
goal on the six. Two plays
later Ron Stlth went in for
the score. Carrying again,
Stlth got the two point conversion to put Madison in
the drivers seat 20-6 with
12:36 left In the half.
Emory and Henry started
to march with option pitchouts and quarterback keepers.
Despite fumbling three times,
they kept possession and
scored on a one yard plunge
with 6:24 left to play. The
conversion run was good
and the score stood 20-14.
Following a long Madison punt, the Wasps were
on the march again. Moving
from their 33, Emory got a
first down on the Madison
24. A hit by Dewey Windham caused a fumble and

Bob Dunn recovered for the
Dukes.
On the next play
Madison fumbled on their
own 28.
Whereupon the
Wasp qaarterback returned
the favor giving Madison
the ball with 45 seconds left.
Suddenly Slayton turned
right end and rambled 5?
yards to the Wasps 16 yard
line. Carefully conserving
time, the Dukes moved to
the 4 yard line. A field
goal attempt with 4 seconds
remaining was wide left leaving the score 20-14 at
the half time.
The halftime break revealed some interesting statistics, Bernard Slayton bad
already gained 127 yards in
14 carries while quaterback
Branich had completed 8 of
13 passes for 107 yards and
a touchdown.
Emory and
Henry had fumbled six times,
loslnir four of them.
As second half action
got underway Emory and
Henry received the klckoff
on their own 7 and were
forced to punt. Branich
started running the ball and
mixing 5 keepers with 4
: carries by Slayton marched
i to a first down on the one.
Branich snuck across with
0:19 In the third quarter.
Kicker Bob Ward was on
target, making the score 2714.
On the Wasps' next possession Dukes safety Brent
good clobbered a running
back causing a fumble which
he recovered himself on the
Emory 43.
Sticking to the ground,
Branich ran a 24 yard keeper
mixed with runs bv Stlth.
Continued on Page 8

50th Anhiversity
THE .HOCKEY DUCHESSES'
2-2 tie with
William & M»rv markad th« «wi r* sn MM

of field hockey at Madison.

